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The Society’s highlight this year
was Stanley Thompson’s induction into the Canadian Sports
Hall of Fame. His induction was
announced in late April. On June
17, Stanley was inducted into the
Canadian Sports Legends Class
as a Builder. The ceremony took
place at the Hall of Fame in Calgary.
The Thompson Family was represented by Stanley and Matt
Thompson. David Moote and
Garry McKay represented the
Society’s Board of Directors.
Garry has been kind enough to
write an article on the induction
for this edition of Dormie. It is
complemented by some pictures
that David shared with us.
Rick Young has provided us with
an excellent perspective on the
importance of Stanley’s induction. Golf Canada kindly gave us
permission to reprint the article.
As you know, the annual
Thompson Classic Golf Tournament was held on September 21st
this year. It was hosted by the
Oshawa Golf and Curling Club.

Please read Garry MacKay’s article on our great day at
Oshawa.
On June 7th, representatives of
The Stanley Thompson and Donald Ross Societies met in Windsor to discuss common causes
and possible opportunities. The
Societies agreed to remind our
members of the opportunity to
join the other Society. Information on the Donald Ross Society can be found at
www.donaldross.org.
Our feature article in this edition
is contributed by Dr. Jamie Harris and John Smith. It is a wonderful article on the intriguing
history of the Waterton Lakes
National Park Golf Course. I
hope you enjoy it as much as I
did.
Grant Forrest,
STS Director
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Stanley Thompson Inducted Into The Canadian Sports Hall of Fame.

is Nicol Thompson, one of Stanley’s brothers, who was also a
partner in the golf course design
business for a time.

Stanley Thompson has joined the “When my dad (Nicol Jr) was in
pantheon of Canadian sports ath- the hospital and dying of cancer,
letes and builders.
Howard Watson wrote him a letCanada’s greatest golf course ar- ter saying that Stanley was being
chitect was inducted into Cana- inducted into the Canadian Golf
da’s Sports Hall of Fame in June Hall of Fame I went to the hospiat a star studded ceremony in tal and I took the letter to my dad
Calgary where the hall is located. and he was just thrilled at the
news. And the next day he died.”
Stanley went in as a builder as
part of the Legends Class. It was Stanley said the ceremony gave
the culmination of years of work him an even greater appreciation
by the Stanley Thompson Society of the esteem in which is greatwho had been pushing to see him uncle is held.
take his rightful place in the “Marlene Streit came up to me
sports shrine.
and she’s an icon in Canadian
Stanley’s great nephews Matt and
Stanley Thompson were at the
Calgary gala with their families
to accept the award.

and women’s golf,” said Stanley.
“And Frank Mahovlich came
over to shake my hand. For me
that’s a hoot.”

Matt, who is the grandson of
Stanley’s brother Matt, said he
was humbled and excited to be at
the ceremony and felt it was a fitting tribute to Bill Newton.
Newton was also a great nephew
of Stanley Thompson and was the
founder of the Stanley Thompson
Society. He died suddenly of cardiac arrest two years ago.

“This is a very emotional day,”
said Stanley who is named after
his great-uncle. His grandfather

for sure,” said Matt. “This will
certainly help to foster Stanley’s
legend. We have to continue to
work hard to promote the society.
“I’m really proud and very happy
that the induction has taken
place.”
To learn more about this year’s inductees into the Canadian Sports
Hall of Fame go to: http://
www.sportshall.ca.

To see Stanley’s bio at the Canadian Sports Hall of Fame go to:
http://www.sportshall.ca/
s t o r i e s . h t m l ?
proID=600&catID=all&lang=EN.
Garry McKay

“I know Bill worked very, very
hard for many years setting up
the society and he would be smiling down on us right now, that’s
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Waterton Lakes National Park Golf Course:
The Evolution of a Stanley Thompson Design
Visitors to Waterton Lakes National Park ﬁnd a quiet uncrowded place where the Rocky Mountains suddenly rise out of the
rolling plains of southern Alberta
very close to the border with
British Columbia. Amid the
mountain peaks are beautiful
lakes carved by the force of ancient glaciers. Waterton Lakes
shares a contiguous unguarded
border with its sister park, Glacier National Park in Montana to
the south. Waterton Lakes is the
only park in the world with the
triple designation as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, an International Peace Park and a Biosphere Reserve. The photogenic
Prince of Wales Hotel is another
Waterton attraction. The grand
hotel was built in 1927 by an
American railroad to provide an
oasis for Americans during the
days of prohibition. The American owners named the hotel ‘The
Prince of Wales’ hoping the name
would entice the prince to stay
there on his 1927 Canadian tour,
but Edward chose instead to stay
at his ranch at Pekisko AB.

Prince of Wales Hotel

da, took ofﬁce in 1912. Fortunately, it was Harkin’s opinion that
where possible, each new National Park should have a golf
course. So it was that the golﬁng
ground at Waterton was the ﬁrst
course to be created among the
National Parks spread across the
country. Harkin turned to William E. Thomson the professional

The course, is located between
the lake and the mountains on
gently rolling land in sharp contrast to the turmoil evident in the
surrounding rock masses. The
nine hole sand greens course was
opened on July 1, 1922 followed
by an ofﬁcial opening on June 15
1923. The June 17 1922 Lethbridge Herald included a sketch

Besides the above, Waterton
Lakes is also home to a Stanley
Thompson golf course. The golf
course has taken its place over
The 1921 William E. Thomson Layout
time without having any adverse
impact on the local wildlife as
at the CPR’s nine hole Banff golf of the layout and the length of
noted during a visit in 2013.
course which he had laid out in each hole.
The Beginning
1911 to visit Waterton to assist.
(continued on page 4)
Thomson visited on April 26 1921
J.B. Harkin, the ﬁrst man to head
and laid out a nine hole course.
what is now called Parks CanaPage 3
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Waterton Lakes National Park ported that “ The Waterton GovGolf Course (cont’d from page 3)
ernment Park in Alberta this season will boast an up to date 18
The scorecard for the course as
hole golf course. Previously the
described in the newspaper is
Park has had a 9 hole course but
unique because the yardages are
this month a standard 18 hole
given in yards and inches, somecourse will be opened up from
thing a surveyor would do (e.g.
plans of Stanley Thompson, golf
Hole # 3 - 281yd. 7”). Alternately,
architect, Toronto.” The Lethit is possible that the news writer
bridge Herald carried a sketch of
was just having fun with his readthe new routing but there is also a
ers. Regardless, the 1921 nine hole
survey plan done by C.K.
sand green golf course was the
LeCapelain and the two differ
somewhat one from the other. It
would seem that Stanley Thompson’s 1929 route plans may not
have been followed exactly as he
had intended. In a letter to Minister of the Interior, T.G. Murphy
dated 14th September 1934 Stanley Thompson wrote: “... I am fa1st tee at Waterton—early days
miliar with the course at Waterton
Lake and it could be made much
more pleasing with very little expenditure. The route, however, is
wrong and before spending additional money this should be corrected.”
Clergy golfing in the 1920s

beginning of many changes to the
chosen site that extended well into
the 1950s.
The First
Input

Stanley

Thompson

Stanley Thompson had already
completed his design of Jasper
and Banff had recently been completed when in 1929 he was ﬁrst
asked to visit Waterton and advise
on the expansion to eighteen
holes. Thompson played in the
1929 Canadian Men’s Amateur in
Jasper and at its conclusion he
then travelled south to Waterton.
Subsequently, the May 1932 edition of the Canadian Golfer re-

of the hole descriptions are not
quite in line with either the 1929
or the 1932 plan. Thereafter the
war years intervened. During this
time the golf courses at Banff and
Jasper continued to be well funded while in 1942 it was decided to
close the newer back nine at Waterton to save money and possibly
the turf. Despite that, golf continued at Waterton.

The Golf Course,
Waterton Lake National Park

Stanley Thompson’s Final Involvement
The Waterton Lakes golf course is
considered a rarity in Thompson’s client list because he was
involved on a regular basis in design changes from 1929 to his
death in 1953. What also makes it
unique is he did not do any ﬁeld
supervision of construction of
tees, greens and bunkers. Both of
these factors make this course
very different from his normal
practice with other clients.

In any event, in 1929 the original
William E. Thomson Waterton
Lakes golf course had become a
Stanley Thompson golf course
with twelve new holes and slight
modiﬁcations made to the other
six holes. However, the ﬁnal version of the Stanley Thompson layout took many years to become a
reality (for example, there were
still some sand greens as late as Stanley Thompson’s frustration
level with his ongoing involve1951).
ment with Waterton ﬁnally
Newspaper accounts of the Water- seemed to peak in 1948. In a letter
ton annual golf tournament in dated 13th October 1948 Thomp1936 show that it was played on son proposed that the current site
only nine holes due to the drought be abandoned and another site
of the dirty thirties and the lack of (cont’d on page 5)
piped water. The 1937 tournament
was played on 18 holes, but some
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which had better turf and more
protection from the wind be developed near the lake and in view
of the Prince of Wales Hotel ... “
A good nine is better than a poor
eighteen.” Thompson wrote. Local opposition came quickly from
Senator W.A. Buchanan who was
a Waterton cottager and the owner of The Lethbridge Herald. Additionally, it was pointed out that
a new location might be subject to
ﬂooding. James Smart, Controller
of Parks Canada then wrote to
Thompson on 28th July 1949 ... “
we shouldn’t sacriﬁce all of the
work we have done and you
should go over the present layout
and design some of the greens,
utilizing as far as possible the
present fairways.” Stanley was
not prepared to give up a client,
reporting on 31st October 1949
about his site visit of August 15 18, 1949 when he paid special attention to the improvement of the
18 hole golf course. Thompson
wrote, “ By using nine of the existing green locations and building on nine new locations and using 75% of existing fairway we
could evolve a very ﬁne golf
course.” He stated that he would
work on the plans in the fall and
present them early in 1950.
Thompson revisited Waterton
Lakes from August 27 - 31 1950
reporting that the plans were delayed and would now be out in
October 1950. The report along
with necessary sketches titled “
Notes and Speciﬁcations for the
Construction of New Tees,
Greens and Fairways and the Rehabilitation of Old Holes Waterton Lakes Golf Course” was ﬁnally date stamped 18th March 1951.

The plans outlined signiﬁcant alterations to eight of the existing
holes. It would seem that while
some of the work was done, it is
unlikely that the extent of
Thompson’s plans of 1951 were
ever implemented in full. The layout shown on the current scorecard is still basically the same as
the 1932 course layout but currently yielding a 6,228 yard par
71 course with excellent turf conditions, something that was historically hard to achieve.
The agreement between Stanley
Thompson and Parks Canada was
formalized in a $1,000 contract
that was signed on 8th October
1952. It stipulated that details
must be sufﬁcient for the Park Superintendent to carry out the
work and that Thompson would
attend the site twice in 1952. Stanley Thompson’s last visit to Waterton Lakes took place between
November 21 - 22 1952 as reported
to Parks Controller James Smart.
In a second letter to Smart also
dated 9th December 1952 Thompson asked for full payment of his
account, probably to help ﬁnance
his trip, as he was leaving for Colombia in about two weeks. Stanley Thompson never made it to
South America as he suddenly
and sadly died in Toronto on 4th
January 1953 at the age of 59.

Stanley Thompson took William
Thomson’s 1921 layout and continued to modify it between 1929
and his death early in 1953. It is
therefore correct to consider it a
Thompson course. While it generally does not have the visual ﬂair
of other Thompson courses that
beneﬁtted from his ‘hands-on’
during construction, the green
settings and the more subtle
mound and bunker treatments
still say “Thompson was here”.
The drawn out construction periods were in part due to budgetary
constraints, the Great Depression,
and the war years, but likely had
more to do with a difﬁcult site
subjected to high winds, elevation
and a short growing season.
This Thompson course should be
on the “to play list” for any golfer. The spectacular setting alone
should be enough to satisfy any
visitor’s craving for the beautiful.
It also provides Structural Geology 101 that surpasses that of Jasper and Banff combined.
Awestruck golfers should be
aware, however, that awestruck
bears also occupy the same space
as hinted at in the introduction.

Nineteenth Hole Summary
It is clear from the extensive correspondence between the Government of Canada backed up by
the Lethbridge Herald and Canadian Golfer articles that Stanley
Thompson designed all the
changes made to the Waterton
Golf Course since its beginning.

* Note: References, drawings and other
details used in writing this article may
be made available to those who are interested.
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The Stanley Thompson
Classic — Oshawa Golf
and Curling Club
September 21, 2015
The praise for the historic Oshawa Golf and Curling Club was
effusive during the 16th annual
Stanley Thompson Classic tournament.
Many golfers called the more
than 109-year-old course, located
almost smack in the middle of
Oshawa, a “hidden gem.”

Thank you to Claudia & Heather for all their help!

The devilishly fast greens left
many golfers talking to themselves until it was explained that
all the putting surfaces broke towards the Oshawa Creek that bisects the golf course.
Even the creek provided entertainment. From the many bridges
that crossed the watercourse you
could see very large salmon
swimming upstream to spawn.

The Oshawa club was in outstanding shape thanks to superintendent Steve Hallard and his
staff. General manager Daniel
Beauregard, head pro Peter Butler and Holly Stovin, events coordinator, were great hosts. And
the Oshawa members who
played in the tournament seemed
very excited about the upcoming
improvements to their clubhouse.
After a great day of golf and
wonderful meal the participants
were treated to a thought provoking presentation, including a
Q&A, with Jim Hansen, author of
A Difficult Par, the biography of
Robert Trent Jones Senior and

The Bill Newton Trophy arrives!

The 9th hole and a salmon stream
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Jamie Harris, a director of the
Stanley Thompson Society, who
is soon to come out a with a new
book on Thompson. Jones
worked for and with Thompson
as a partner early in his career
and the two had a somewhat tumultuous relationship until Jones
broke it off to strike out completely on his own.
The even culminated with the
trophy presentation to the winning team of Andy and Gloria
Schwabe and Phil and Sally McIlveen of the host club.
Watch for information in Dormie
next spring on the venue and
date for next year’s tournament.

Thank you Jamie
Harris for your
conversation with
Jim Hansen.

Thank you
Jim Hansen for
leading your great
conversation with
Jamie Harris.

Garry McKay

Our winning team!
Congratulations to
Phil & Sally McIlveen and
Gloria & Andy Schwabe

Thank you to our hosts at
Oshawa, from left:
Phil McIlveen, Andy
Schwabe and Daniel
Beauregard
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Stanley Comes to
Highland
Over the past few years, Highland
Country Club in London has undertaken several significant upgrades to
our clubhouse. The latest of these is
the transformation of what had been
known as the Members’ Lounge into
the completely refurbished Stanley
Thompson Pub. A pub-oriented
menu was also introduced to complement the visual impact.
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